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 Data analysis plays a prominent role in interpreting various phenomena. Data 

mining is the process to hypothesize useful knowledge from the extensive 

data. Based upon the classical statistical prototypes the data can be exploited 

beyond the storage and management of the data. Cluster analysis a primary 

investigation with little or no prior knowledge, consists of research and 

development across a wide variety of communities. Cluster ensembles are 

melange of individual solutions obtained from different clusterings to 

produce final quality clustering which is required in wider applications. The 

method arises in the perspective of increasing robustness, scalability and 

accuracy. This paper gives a brief overview of the generation methods and 

consensus functions included in cluster ensemble. The survey is to analyze 

the various techniques and cluster ensemble methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Data mining refers to dredging of knowledge from extensive data. Data mining deals with large 

amount of data sets. Clustering is the major functionality in data mining. Clustering is a way of organizing 

the data into similar groups that have same features and it does not occur in other groups. Because of this 

property of clustering for large data sets, scalable algorithms are required. But for most applications of 

clustering they are not scaled well due to small data sets. Each algorithm has its pros and cons, for different 

algorithms with same data set or/and different data sets with same algorithm produces distinct solutions. It is 

tough to know which algorithm is suitable for given data set. 

Clustering plays a major role in data mining, machine learning, bioinformatics image processing, 

information retrieval, market segmentation, big data analytics and many more areas. One of important tasks 

in cancer classification call class discovery by micro array is previously done using single clustering 

algorithms. Using clustering techniques we can identify the co-location patterns that are usually arise in 

spatial data bases using some data mining algorithms [1]. Grouping of unstructured data based on its content 

is done by document clustering which is one of the most popular machine learning techniques and it further 

analyse the data to understand patterns in it. Separating of pixels into clusters is done by clustering based 

image segment approach in image processing. Now days it is very difficult to search in internet as there are 

many documents available in the internet. Searching can be done effectively using some keywords by 

clustering algorithms. Text based clustering plays a major role in browsing and navigation process [2]. 

Clustering play a major role in social networks also. It is used to analyze psychology of humans and their 

relationships [3]. Clustering [4]. 
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Some of the data sets contains any type of data such as numeric or categorical or both and differs 

from their attributes. Conventional clustering algorithms cannot perform well when the data sets are mixed 

type. In order to group the dissimilar data types there is a clustering ensemble approach in which a combined 

solution is obtained from a group of individual solutions to produce a quality clustering. Clustering ensemble 

improves the strength and stability of clustering solution due to its consolidating and dividing nature. Cluster 

Ensemble is an approach that consolidates various findings of dissimilar clusterings to bring out the final 

quality clustering of original data set. 

Clustering ensembles are more advantageous than a single clustering algorithm in so many strands 

Robustness: The clustering ensemble improves the average performance on different streams and datasets 

more than a single clustering. 

Novelty: The combined solution gives unusual results which cannot be produced by one clustering algorithm. 

Stability: Clustering ensemble works efficiently and can handle noise and outliers.  

Parallelization and Scalability: Parallelization of clustering can be acquired by successive synthesis of 

results. It has the ability to amalgamate results from multiple heterogeneous sources of data. 

Clustering ensembles are used in many areas. Such as bioinformatics, machine learning and 

information retrival. The ensembles are formulated with different types of optimization algorithms such as 

genetic algorithms, evolutionary algorithms, k-particle swarm optimization algorithm, k-muscles wandering 

optimization algorithms in different aspects in different areas are specified in the following sections clearly in 

accordance with some journal papers.  

The difficulty with clustering ensemble is to perceive a consensus function. There are different 

consensuses functions are available but in order to increase the stability and robustness genetic algorithm 

with co-association matrix is used as a consensus function. The genetic algorithm composed of four phases 

includes fitness function, selection method, crossover method and finally mutation method. The co-

association matrix values are used to obtain the intra and extra cluster fitness by evaluating average similarity 

between all clusters in first phase. In the second phase tournament selection is used in which two individuals 

are adopted arbitrarily and the individual with preferable fitness is elected for next population. In third phase 

the two off springs are generated by the individuals are exchanged with a random crossover point.  

Intelligence mutation is used in fourth phase [5].  

The utilization of locally adaptive clustering algorithm provides an implementation to identify a 

partition that finds solutions to the clusters. It imparts set of clusters with some weights then assign a 

specified probability to each cluster. Using Jaccard coefficient find inter cluster similarity based on feature 

and object. This two-objective clustering ensemble complicate in setting parameter and in interpretation of 

results. So single objective clustering is composed both feature based and object based as a whole which 

increases accuracy [6].  

For stream mining clustering ensemble is imparted. This integrates both clusters and classifiers 

together and employ genetic algorithm and has high propensity to handle optimization [7]. 

The clustering ensemble is designed as an optimization problem on multiple objects by adopting 

evolutionary algorithm on multiple objects. The first criteria in multi objective clustering ensemble are to 

maximize the similarity measure of final clustering from all input clusterings. The similarity measure is 

calculated using adjusted random index. The second criterion in multi objective clustering ensemble is to 

reduce the similarity measure [8]. 

The clustering ensemble is designed using three different algorithms k-means, k-particle swarm 

optimization and k-muscles wandering optimization. The combination of k-means with muscles wandering 

optimization overcomes the shortcomings of k-means algorithm. It implements similarity based clustering 

algorithm using weights on input data. Samples the dataset first and then apply clustering algorithms 

specified on subsamples which give clustering results. From that similarity matrices are generated. Based on 

various metrics of clustering best clustering can be derived. Reduce the weights of the samples. Repeat the 

process until best resultant clustering found [9].   

The clustering ensemble is introduced based on particle swarm clustering. The particle swarm 

clustering is act as a base clusterer and as well as consensus function is a challenging element. The consensus 

function allows the base partitions with different number of clusters and permits both disjoint and 

overlapping partitions. Proposed ensemble produce statistically better partitions [10]. 

The next part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives concept of clustering ensemble, 

Section 3 explains taxonomy of generation methods, Section 4 specifies taxonomy of consensus methods and 

Section 5 presents conclusion and future work on clustering ensemble. 
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2. CLUSTERING ENSEMBLE 

Clustering ensemble is an approach that concatenates the subset clustering solutions in to quality 

clustering for original data set. From Figure 1 the data set can be divided into N number of samples and 

applied clustering algorithm on each sample set, clustering ensemble generates N clustering solutions and 

finally combined the solutions to get final quality clustering using a consensus function. The clustering 

ensemble has been processed in two steps. One is generation step which generates the number of clustering 

solutions. Second one is consensus step which combines the solution into a final clustering.  

 

2.1. Generation step 

The way of combining all the individual clustering solutions of subsets generated from original data 

set is called ensembling. The first step is generation of all individual clustering solutions. The clustering 

ensemble is the combination of clustering results. Given a data sets of m objects P ={P1,P2,P3….Pm}, the 

clustering ensemble generates n number of clusterings represented as β={β1, β2, β3….. βn}[1]. Each clustering 

solution βi is one part of the original data set P into Ki dissimilar groups of objects, denoted as βi = ai1,…aik. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. General mechanism of clustering ensemble 

 

 

2.2. Consensus step 

The consensus step is used to combine the solutions of clusterings and is the important step in any 

algorithm of clustering ensemble. It is the function which improves the results of single clustering algorithm. 

There are two ways to apply consensus function one is correlation between objects and optimization for 

partition. The first one is to analyze the number of one instance belonging to one cluster and number of two 

instances belonging to the same cluster. It is done through voting approach and Co-Association Matrix based 

methods. 

In the second approach of consensus function, the feature partition is acquired in association with 

optimization problem [11]. The partition can be find by using some similarity between the features is the 

main problem with respect to the cluster ensemble. Formally, the feature partition is defined as: 

 

         
     

 ∑       

 

   

 

 

Here ɼ is a similarity measure between partitions. The feature partition is the maximization problem 

which is given as the subgroup that increases the similarity with all subgroups in the cluster ensemble. The 

following are the examples use feature partition are kernel based methods and non-negative matrix 

factorization. 
 

 

3. TAXONAMY OF CLUSTERING ENSEMBLE GENERATION METHODS 

The clustering ensemble generates the set of clustering solutions by applying some clustering 

algorithm on set of samples and combines the clustering solutions to get final quality clustering. The main 

concept is to handle different types of features. This can be solved by randomly selecting the features on 

basis of cluster analysis. The clustering ensemble produces accurate results as it finds one final clustering 
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from set of clusterings based on different samples with different algorithms for generation process. We 

provide some of the generation methods which are reviewed from previous papers. 

 

3.1. Similar ensembling  

The ensemble generation process uses similar algorithms for all sample subsets. The k-means 

algorithm fails to perform class discovery effectively on data sets because it assumes that the data is in 

Gaussian distribution. As spectral clustering handles this problem, Spectral clustering (SC) algorithm is used 

for the ensemble generation in Knowledge based Cluster Ensemble (KCE).  

The knowledge based cluster ensemble randomly generates d
x
 dimensions from d dimensions this 

process continues until A subspaces generated {D1,D2,….Da}. A spectral clustering algorithm is applied to 

each subspace and generates A clustering solutions. Spectral clustering partition the data points into K 

classes. First SC constructs an affinity matrix, and obtains a normalized matrix X, and then applies k-means 

for each row of X to get these points into K clusters. In this way SC is applied repeatedly to all samples to get 

solution for each sample subspace. 

Next a confidence factor was calculated for all the clustering solutions by constructing adjacency 

matrix on pair wise constraints. If the most of the pair wise constraints are satisfied by the clustering solution 

it will have high confidence measure otherwise less confidence measure [12]. 

 
3.2. Random initialization of input parameters  

The “Projective Clustering Ensemble” (PCE) is based on a set of heterogeneous gene-to-cluster 

assignments and sample-to-cluster assignments. Input to the PCE is taken from gene expression data G. Each 

entry of G represents a gene expression level of a particular gene. If we group samples into clusters use 

sample-to-cluster assignment. The probability of a sample that belongs to a cluster is nothing but sample-to-

cluster assignment. If we group genes into clusters use gene-to-cluster assignment. The probability of gene 

belonging to a cluster is nothing but gene-to-cluster assignment. 

These assignments are produced by applying continuous projective clustering N times with different 

random initializations for input parameters to produce N clustering solutions, which are used as main 

clustering for consensus clustering [13].  

 

3.3. Feature selection for sampling 

Set of sample subset can be generated based on random sampling techniques to generate set of 

clustering solutions. Now a days large dimensional data sets are used for data analysis. So feature selection 

plays an important role in generation of sample subsets. In “Double Selection Semi Supervised Clustering 

Ensemble” (DSSSCE) they used feature selection methods to remove noise and outliers.  

The DSSSCE use input from gene expression data. It first applies a set of feature selection methods 

such as Mutual Information Maximization (MIM), Mutual Information Feature Selection (MIFS), Joint 

Mutual Information (JMI), Conditional Infomax Feature Extraction (CIFE), Conditional Redundancy 

(CONDRED), Interaction Capping (ICAP), Double Input Symmetrical Relevance (DISR), Max-Relevance 

Min-Redundancy (MRMR) to select set of sub samples. 

Later DSSSCE applies PC-Kmeans to identify the labels of the cancer dataset. This algorithm 

considers the number of must-link and cannot-link constraints between pairs of cancer samples which leads 

to clustering solution. Using feature selection methods as a selection strategy it selects set of clustering 

solutions and aggregate all the solutions by building matrix in the first phase. Next, DSSSCE divides the 

aggregated solution into set of clustering solutions and calculate the confidence factors for the clustering 

solutions based on prior knowledge of the data set which is specified by pair wise constraints [14].  

 

3.4. Incremental ensembling 

In “Incremental Semi Supervised Clustering Ensemble” (ISSCE) first one original ensemble is 

generated. Then the final new ensemble is produced with the help of set of selection members.  It generates 

two ensembles using random subspace generation method as a subspace generator, Constraint Propagation 

approach as a clustering algorithm.  

The Double Selection Semi Supervised Clustering Ensemble feature selection methods are used as a 

subset selection and clustering applied in two phases. The ISSCE also used two ensembles in the design. To 

handle high dimensional data space use random subspace methodology to generate set of subspaces. Apply 

constraint propagation methodology on set of subspaces to produce set of clustering solutions. The ISSCE 

incorporated incremental member selection process based on local and global cost function and produced 

new ensemble with same algorithm used in first ensemble [15].  
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3.5. Dissimilar ensembling 

The generation step in dissimilar ensembling involves different clustering algorithms and finally 

uses a base clustering. The number of clusters is generated by using different clustering algorithm with its 

different parameters that is randomization of the sample data. Different clustering algorithms may give 

different clustering results due to properties of data. 

If we apply different number of clustering algorithms on data set then set of different clustering 

solutions may occur. Among them a compromised clustering solution should be identified. All the clusters 

can be identified by using any one of the candidate clustering algorithm. So it must follow that any data point 

must assigned to only one cluster and every data point in the set must assigned to any cluster. It is necessary 

to interpret all the partitions whether they follow above mentioned criteria or not. Use goodness function to 

evaluate the quality of the cluster. Select certain clustering solutions using goodness function [16].  

 

 

4. TAXONAMY OF CLUSTERING ENSEMBLE CONSENSUS METHODS 

There are various types of consensus functions they are Hyper graph Partitioning, Co-association 

based functions, Mutual Information Algorithm, Finite Mixture model and Voting Approach. We provide 

some of the consensus functions which are reviewed from previous papers. 

 

4.1. Spectral graph partitioning   

 Spectral Clustering chooses a spectral graph partitioning algorithm, which used to optimize the cut 

scale. First KCE constructs a matrix   by considering all the generated matrices of the clustering solutions 

and respective confidence factors simply concatenation of all matrices. Finally based on spectral clustering 

algorithm it partitions the new features into K classes. For the majority of the cancer datasets KCE 

outperforms the other clustering ensembles. 

KCE constructs a matrix by specifying all the membership matrices of the clustering solutions and 

the respective confidence factors as follows: 

     

          
 

Where is    is the representation of all membership matrices of the clustering solutions, and 

          set of confidence vectors of clustering solutions.   is used to concatenate these two. Using spectral 

clustering partition the new features of concatenated result in to K classes [12].   

 

4.2. Optimization algorithm 

It is necessary for a clustering ensemble to find a consensus function that minimizes the distance 

from all clusters so the following function is optimized. 

 

           {               } 

 

Here    is used as a distance function for the clusterings. PCE optimize the   for two requirements 

gene-to-cluster and sample-to-cluster assignment. So Expectation Maximization of Projective Clustering 

Ensemble (EM-PCE) is used as a consensus function. The main aim of EM-PCE is to minimize the error that 

corresponds to both sample to cluster and gene to cluster assignment [13]. 

 

4.3. Graph partitioning 

In “double selection semi supervised clustering ensemble” they designed consensus function by 

combining all the membership matrices of the clustering solutions and corresponding confidence factors to 

one matrix A. Based on the sample set Y a graph is constructed on Y and A. Using the normalized cut 

approach on the constructed graph, the final clustering of the original data set is obtained [14], [15].    

 

4.4. Hill climbing 

Based upon the goodness function the number of clustering solutions can be obtained. To generate 

clustering solutions there are two conflicts, one is absence conflict and other is coverage conflict. So the 

consideration of conflicts becomes NP hard. Based on hill climbing approach the optimization problem can 

be solved and finally gets one clustering for the given data set [16]. 
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5. PROPOSED OBJECTIVE 

 Clustering ensemble is a framework that combines the solutions from individual clusterings to 

produce a qualified clustering. Our objective is to preprocess the data by using hybrid fuzzy logic feature 

selection method which is our next future work. For the resultant samples we apply different clustering 

algorithms and finally we get qualified clustering. From Figure 2, c-1 c-2 c-3 c-4 specifies different 

clustering algorithms. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Extended clustering ensemble  

 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Clustering ensemble is a framework that provides set of clustering solutions and merges solutions to 

get a qualified clustering output for the given data set. Definitely it produces more accurate results as with the 

single clustering and also improves the robustness, scalability and quality of the clustering. In this paper we 

reviewed some papers which use different generation methods and different consensus functions to get final 

clustering. The main aspect is generation mechanism. In some papers they used similar algorithms and in 

some they used dissimilar algorithms for generation process. For sampling of subspace some used feature 

selection and some used Random Sampling. Current trends handle large dimensional data sets so we use 

feature selection methods for reducing the dimensionality and increasing the performance. Later we apply 

different clustering algorithms for each subset generated from the application of feature selection methods. 

This new generation step of our new ensemble increases the performance of the final clustering solution as 

we applying hybrid fuzzy logic feature selection method and different clustering algorithms. If we remove 

the noise and redundant data from the data set it will increases the performance of data analysis. It is done 

with hybrid fuzzy logic feature selection method. If we apply different clustering algorithms different 

clustering solutions will be generated from them which are having the highest similarity those will be 

considered as best clustering solutions and also uncovered clusters from different solutions are amalgamated 

to get final clustering solution. This is the future scope of our work. 
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